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	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 PRESS RELEASE
Fuorisalone 2010
milano design week 
14 - 19 aprile 

town@house street
urban living
permanent hospitality space

With the patronage of  

Conceiving: Alessandro Rosso
Interior design project: Simone Micheli

Worldwide exclusive premiere, town@house street opened the first four PHS suites on the occasion 
of  Milan design week 2010 (14th - 19th april), 

town@house street 
via goldoni 33, milano
www.townhousestreet.com

Alessandro Rosso, Simone Micheli and Ass. Massimiliano Orsatti showed a new way of  thinking to the wel-
come dimension: extremely suggestive and functional spaces for the new guest dimension of  the city, for a 
new concept of  Home away from Home. 

Prestigious factories of  international calibre have supported the project realization: 

contractor: AXIA CONTRACT DIVISION, DESIGNACONTRACT, DOMODINAMICA, 
SANDONI ARREDAMENTI - S.L. Interni  
sponsor: GRANITIFIANDRE®, GRAZI CRISTALLI, IRISCERAMICA®, MP, MPI exhibitions &outdoor, 
MYYOUR, PAIL SERRAMENTI, SILENT GLISS ITALIA, SIMAS, ST Rubinetterie, TARGETTI POULSEN
technical sponsor: AVE, ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA MAGGIORDOMI, CON & CON Gruppo Confalonieri, 
D-LINK, FRETTE, HOOVER, JAGUAR CARS, PERMAFLEX, SAMSUNG-STARON® distribuito da Hauser Italia, 
SCHÖNHUBER FRANCHI, SHARP, TECNOCALOR, TECHNOKOLLA

When hospitality opens up its doors to the city  
town@house street - the new urban living in every city of  the world 

Massimiliano Orsatti, Chairman of  Tourism, Territorial Marketing, Identity of  Milan’s municipality: “What has 
urged the Administration to sustain this project with enthusiasm besides the innovative concept of  receptivity 
is its capacity to marry two indisputable excellences intensifying them: the great hotel industry tradition and 
the search for design creativity, all from Milan. A union which does not produce beautiful hotels, but deperson-
alized as new urban spaces which narrate the most intimate identity of  a city. Yesterday’s venues recovered 
and brought to a new life become the symbol and sign of  the cities in which one sojourns. I am really proud that 
Milan is the originator of  this new hotel concept, thus confirming once again the city vocation for innovation 
and research even in the hotel and tourism field.

Alessandro Rosso, concept creator of  this newly urban upgrading project named “Town@House Street” says: 
“This way, the “Jet Leg” concept that one feels is easily overcome; when one travels alone and stays in room 
1032 on the 16th floor of  an hotel, one feels isolated.  In the “Town@House Street” contrariwise on feels im-
mersed in the city, in its speed, in its movement, one can observe the street lights, get in contact with the 
townscape, its citizens, as you do around a table in an open space bar: one makes friends. The city becomes 
your travel mate. One feels alive while looking at the city. A home with all the hotel pluses, with hotel services 
that offer your own space.   



Simone Micheli, interior architecture creator of  the “Town@House Street” project adds: 
“When Alessandro spoke to me about this concept and of  the entrepreneurial project, everything immedi-
ately appeared clear. My interior architecture project should transmit, uniqueness, strong identity, incredible 
interconnection with the urban system, leaving out all known stereotypes. Therefore I have created extreme-
ly evocative places, practical, intriguing, capable to become veritable manifests, a new way of  thinking the 
world of  hospitality, a new way to conceive the relation between receptivity dimension and the city. In this 
project the metropolitan connective external spaces considered as hotel corridors, penetrate into the build-
ings confined spaces transforming the perception. The osmosis research, pertained to content between the 
outside and inside, exasperated by Maurizio Marcato’s brilliant photographic contribution, has originated an 
explosive iconic mixture”.

A project born in Milan but intended for the leading metropolis around the world. A commercial ground, on the 
first floor of  Via Goldoni 33 has been transformed in prime hotel suite facing the street, without a reception 
and completely automated. An idea conceived by Alessandro Rosso and materialized by architect Simone 
Micheli, has given light to four suites original in the conception and in their image. A new contemporary hos-
pitality concept is brought forth by the desire to retrain those degraded or abandoned metropolitan spaces; 
the canonical hotel stereotypes are totally refuted: the reception, lobby, stairs, lifts and corridors are omitted.  
The single suite overlooks straight onto the city street, each having an independent access directly from the 
glazed door facing the street, electronically controlled by an alphanumeric keyboard on which one can digit 
the reservation code carried out on line through the web site (www.townhousestreet.com). Whoever enters 
the suite does it without further filters, directly from the city, crossing the threshold of  what once was a com-
mercial activity disused by now. It is the very same city that enters the suite with the metropolitan traveller 
sliding along the wall permeating completely. A semantics osmosis in which meaning and meaningful coin-
cide, the room becomes the city and vice versa “Home away from Home”. The macro photographs, realised by 
Maurizio Marcato depict breathtaking views over the city which enwrap the spaces expanding, transforming 
and containing in a confine space the ample dimensions of  squares, streets, and most revealing monuments. 
The unique views which strongly distinguish the city, identify and name the four suites as “the street” giving 
each one a different flavour. The square becomes the entrance hall, the street is the corridor. Four palm trees 
four metre high, planted in as many vases still designed by Simone Micheli are coloured differently as per the 
suite dominant shade, in front of  which they stand, settled on the pavement facing the windows, they recreate 
a sort of  open, public V.I.P lounge which exclusively identify the “town@house street”. Even though it is diffi-
cult to speak of  a real exterior since the canonical borders between the interior and exterior merge, integrate, 
disappear in a symbolic dimension, both allusive and transfigured, Externally, the entrance windows of  each 
suite are highlighted by 32” monitors suspended on shiny snow-white chain guards, windows overlooking 
other worlds which open onto as many windows, window cases: a memory of  the commercial use for which 
the ground was set, open directly onto the rooms which are offered to the city and offering the city to their 
user. A continuous text generated by adhesive vinily film transfer chasing one another from a window to the 
other, along the entire height, filters the sun light tracing the fleeting limit between the interior and exterior 
otherwise perfectly permeable. A curtain. A flexuous and sinuous dark voile is the only real parting with the  
surrounding world. The four PHS suite (permanent hospitality spaces) “town@house street” of  via Goldoni 
are approximately articulated on a 35 square metre surface each, with the exception of  one double suite of  
around 50 square metre, emerging as real and proper mini apartments complete with every comfort. Every 
suite is equipped with a wardrobe, bathroom and kitchen. Every suite is different not only for the main colours 
and the digital printed images but also for design solutions applied on each furniture components. Urban trav-
eller will be have at their disposal a jaguar during their holiday in town@house street.

PHS first suite 
The first suite greets us, right from the entrance, with a long blazing green tongue, a shade of  colour that dif-
ferentiates every single design intervention on the room. Coming up from the floor, the tongue flowingly bends 
and grows along the entire wall length initially becomes a desk, then an integral part of  the furniture contain-
ing the small kitchen, the mini bar fridge and other given equipment. By the lacquered desk top protected 
with an extra clear sheet of  glass, we find an enormous mirror braced on the wall, shaped as a macroscopic 
apostrophe run down and bent by a strong wind triggered by supernatural speed fitted with linear rear lights 
system and blue colour LED. A large LCD monitor which can be seen from the table and the bed is hosted and 
properly hidden inside the mirror. The bed leans on a green colour sofa having a parametric blue LED light 
which appears to float around it, bends and articulates on the same level forming two integrated bedside 
tables. The biggest bedside table, in proximity to the entrance window, ends with a pillow, which together 
with another footstool of  the same height, designed with lines as soft as a toffee and an identical coffee table 
rigorously green as the several footstools covers, generates a small cosy corner where one meets, relates, 
and gets exited. Across the whole suite, even the wardrobe, an independent room next door communicating 
with the bathroom, has been inspired, studied and designed to move, greet and entangle the Metropolitan 
contemporary traveller. A stainless steel tubular hosting the hangers, comes to light and dies, not before hav-
ing performed serpentine torsions and swift changes of  direction into a raised platform suitcase base, and 
a series of  shelves  hanging on an unexpected background in mirror which portray the wardrobe space as 
well as the passage to the bathroom. The bathroom commonly arranged in the four suites (with the exception 
of  one double suite that hosts a large round bathtub rather than a shower) is settled with efficacy and formal 
rigour, as well as great simplicity: the wash basin is a support over an annular shelf  that occupies the entire 
wall and which assumes the characteristic colour of  the room, the shower is sheltered by a large crystal cov-
ering the whole height, the two “wet” walls are covered with white macro-tiles in stone pottery while the other 
two walls are covered in continuity with the neighbouring surroundings by the city posters of  Milan. The large 
mirror occupying the entire wall that hosts it, like the shelf, is an horizontal totem fitted with linear rear lights 
system in blue colour LED, equipped with lighting that filters from an elegant local omission of  the mirror and 
its integrated LCD monitor.



full furniture
Domodinamica, www.domodinamica.com

projectors and recessed lighting fixtures
Targetti, www.targettipoulsen.com

washbasin and bathroom toilets OH!, design Simone Micheli
Simas, www.simas.it

ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM superior porcelain slabs floor, 
eco-active and antibacterial material
GranitiFiandre®, www.granitifiandre.com

shower tray in white color Staron®
Axia Bath Collection, www.axiabath.it

sliding doors with system pocket and external wall with railroad in stainless, design Simone Micheli
Pail Serramenti, www.pailserramenti.com

sitting pillows with coverings in green synthetic leather BLIZZARD
MP, www.mp-spa.com

bathroom walls covered with high tech ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM,
eco-active and antibacterial material
Iris Ceramica®, www.irisceramica.com

mirror front television covering, glass protection for the lacquered surface, mirrors of  the bathrooms,
covering in serigraphy mirror of  the doors, external windows
Grazi Cristalli, www.grazicristalli.com

bathroom taps and accessories chrome finishing FLUIDE, design Simone Micheli
ST Rubinetterie, www.strubinetterie.it

white CHIPS chairs in polyethylene and steel and outdoor vases, design Simone Micheli
Myyour, www.myyour.eu

curtain track systems and fabrics
Silent Gliss Italia, www.silentgliss.it

printed wallpaper
MPI exhibitions & outdoor

concierge & personal assistant by
Associazione Italiana Maggiordomi, www.maggiordomi.it

tableware and accessories
Schönhuber Franchi, www.schoenhuberfranchi.com

bed linen in cotton, bath sponge and placemat
Frette, www.frette.com

glue and epoxy filler for the floor and the bathroom walls in ceramic tile
Technokolla, www.technokolla.com

supply of  Staron®, solid surface of  Samsung for the realization of: circular bathtub, washbasin,
shower tray, work top of  the kitchen and door finisched
Samsung-Staron® distribuito da Hauser Italia, www.staron.it

ventilation grills, design Simone Micheli
Tecnocalor, www.tecnocalor.it

touch switch and white shining covering Ave Touch
Ave, www.avetouch.it

mattresses
Permaflex, www.permaflex.it

cooking surface and microwave oven
Hoover, www.hoover.it

videosurveillance system and wi-fi connectivity
D-Link, www.dlink.it

lcd televisions and Ipod docking station
Sharp, www.sharp.it

urban traveller cars
Jaguar Italia, www.jaguar.com

VH - valet/hanger system, design Simone Micheli
Con&Con - Gruppo Confalonieri, www.conecon.it

PHS second suite
The second suite characterised by the orange colour, almost entirely resolves, with a single plastic gesture 
the creation of  an architectural space.  An impressive headboard on which a tight and long loop with internal 
light opens up as a replacement for the canonical bedside table, bending and leaning forward at ninety de-



grees, hosting a pleasant LCD monitor as one comfortably remains lying down under the blankets, while, by 
stretching on a side, it becomes a desk top that look directly onto the entrance window. An extra orange ele-
ment, a supporting top that becomes a bed stand, which underlines and enriches the definition of  the sculp-
tural element. The kitchen area, the safe and the mini bar fridge are hidden inside a fitment fully covered in 
mirror and partially fitted in the wall. A series of  hangers which hang on the wall scan the panel opposite the 
bed and continue to beat, in the shape of  screen printing the mirror surface that comes to life and goes, bend-
ing in order to rejoin the kitchen mirror fitment. The wardrobe room is resolved with a white furniture made of  
shelves with rounded joints that fold on themselves, and by a rain of  orange hangers that descend from the 
ceiling as images of  mysterious objects suspended in mid air. 

full furniture
Sandoni Arredamenti, www.slsandoni.com

projectors and recessed lighting fixtures
Targetti, www.targettipoulsen.com

washbasin and bathroom toilets OH!, design Simone Micheli
Simas, www.simas.it

ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM superior porcelain slabs floor, 
eco-active and antibacterial material
GranitiFiandre®, www.granitifiandre.com

shower tray in white color Staron®
Axia Bath Collection, www.axiabath.it

sliding doors with system pocket and external wall with railroad in stainless, design Simone Micheli
Pail Serramenti, www.pailserramenti.com

GLOBE spherical pouf  with coverings in white synthetic leather SUE FR by PICUBO
Domodinamica, www.domodinamica.com

bathroom walls covered with high tech ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM,
eco-active and antibacterial material
Iris Ceramica®, www.irisceramica.com

mirror front television covering, glass protection for the lacquered surface, mirrors of  the bathrooms,
covering in serigraphy mirror of  the doors, external windows
Grazi Cristalli, www.grazicristalli.com

bathroom taps and accessories chrome finishing FLUIDE, design Simone Micheli
ST Rubinetterie, www.strubinetterie.it

white CHIPS chairs in polyethylene and steel and outdoor vases, design Simone Micheli
Myyour, www.myyour.eu

curtain track systems and fabrics
Silent Gliss Italia, www.silentgliss.it

printed wallpaper
MPI exhibitions & outdoor

tableware and accessories
Schönhuber Franchi, www.schoenhuberfranchi.com

bed linen in cotton, bath sponge and placemat
Frette, www.frette.com

glue and epoxy filler for the floor and the bathroom walls in ceramic tile
Technokolla, www.technokolla.com

supply of  Staron®, solid surface of  Samsung for the realization of: circular bathtub, washbasin,
shower tray, work top of  the kitchen and door finisched
Samsung-Staron® distribuito da Hauser Italia, www.staron.it

ventilation grills, design Simone Micheli
Tecnocalor, www.tecnocalor.it

touch switch and white shining covering Ave Touch
Ave, www.avetouch.it

mattresses
Permaflex, www.permaflex.it

cooking surface and microwave oven
Hoover, www.hoover.it

videosurveillance system and wi-fi connectivity
D-Link, www.dlink.it

lcd televisions and Ipod docking station
Sharp, www.sharp.it

VH - valet/hanger system, design Simone Micheli
Con&Con - Gruppo Confalonieri, www.conecon.it



PHS third suite
The double suite on the contrary aims on clearing and lightening the fittings.  The single elements are disman-
tled in two parts: supporting surfaces and pertained structures that support them. Firstly the desks, the bed-
side tables, the shelve, the carter for the LCD monitors, are dressed in solid surface and are in white colour; 
the second, composed by yellow tubular steel. In this game declared and proclaimed with taken elements 
and supporting elements, flashing metallic yellow tubular run after each other, bundle up around immaculate 
surfaces having rounded angles, they suspend them, support tem, hang them, generating a multitude of  situ-
ations and compositive solutions. 

full furniture
AXIA Contract Division, www.axiabath.it

projectors and recessed lighting fixtures
Targetti, www.targettipoulsen.com

bathroom toilets OH!, design Simone Micheli
Simas, www.simas.it

ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM superior porcelain slabs floor, 
eco-active and antibacterial material
GranitiFiandre®, www.granitifiandre.com

sliding doors with system pocket and external wall with railroad in stainless, design Simone Micheli
Pail Serramenti, www.pailserramenti.com

bathroom walls covered with high tech ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM,
eco-active and antibacterial material
Iris Ceramica®, www.irisceramica.com

mirror front television covering, glass protection for the lacquered surface, mirrors of  the bathrooms,
covering in serigraphy mirror of  the doors, external windows
Grazi Cristalli, www.grazicristalli.com

bathroom taps and accessories chrome finishing FLUIDE, design Simone Micheli
ST Rubinetterie, www.strubinetterie.it

white CHIPS chairs in polyethylene and steel and outdoor vases, design Simone Micheli
Myyour, www.myyour.eu

curtain track systems and fabrics
Silent Gliss Italia, www.silentgliss.it

printed wallpaper
MPI exhibitions & outdoor

circular bathtub and washbasin in white Staron® , yellow gloss lacquered sink vanity
AX 10, design Simone Micheli
Axia Bath Collection, www.axiabath.it

tableware and accessories
Schönhuber Franchi, www.schoenhuberfranchi.com

bed linen in cotton, bath sponge and placemat
Frette, www.frette.com

glue and epoxy filler for the floor and the bathroom walls in ceramic tile
Technokolla, www.technokolla.com

supply of  Staron®, solid surface of  Samsung for the realization of: circular bathtub, washbasin,
shower tray, work top of  the kitchen and door finisched
Samsung-Staron® distribuito da Hauser Italia, www.staron.it

ventilation grills, design Simone Micheli
Tecnocalor, www.tecnocalor.it

touch switch and white shining covering Ave Touch
Ave, www.avetouch.it

mattresses
Permaflex, www.permaflex.it

cooking surface and microwave oven
Hoover, www.hoover.it

videosurveillance system and wi-fi connectivity
D-Link, www.dlink.it



lcd televisions and Ipod docking station
Sharp, www.sharp.it

VH - valet/hanger system, design Simone Micheli
Con&Con - Gruppo Confalonieri, www.conecon.it

PHS fourth suite
The fourth suite, open on two sides of  the road, host a desk with fluid and soft lines, integrated with the kitchen 
furniture which occupies a whole glass window is lightened by the red colour that underlines all the finishes.
The bed’s support made of  a C bent structure stretches out becoming an alternative supporting surface in-
stead of  the canonical bedside table. A huge totem hanging on the ceiling internally hosts the LCD monitor 
and like an enormous technological stalactite, becomes the static hearth of  the entire room. The white co-
loured neutral floor made of  stone pottery porcelain, the immaculate suspended ceiling, parametrical and 
detached from the walls that host all steerable elements lightened by LED and with a narrow beam of  light, 
able to dramatize and exalt different architectonics situations, the doors intrados in solid surface and sliding 
mirror doors, even the ventilation grills, are common elements, recurrent on the four suites, studied ad hoc for 
a synaesthetic intervention, hybrid, emotional, that proposes itself  as a perfect story in its uniqueness, and 
simultaneously, in its suggestions and emotion multiplicity.

full furniture
Designacontract, www.designacontract.com

projectors and recessed lighting fixtures
Targetti, www.targettipoulsen.com

washbasin and bathroom toilets OH!, design Simone Micheli
Simas, www.simas.it

ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM superior porcelain slabs floor, 
eco-active and antibacterial material
GranitiFiandre®, www.granitifiandre.com

shower tray in white color Staron®
Axia Bath Collection, www.axiabath.it

sliding doors with system pocket and external wall with railroad in stainless, design Simone Micheli
Pail Serramenti, www.pailserramenti.com

bathroom walls covered with high tech ACTIVE Clean Air & Antibacterial CeramicTM,
eco-active and antibacterial material
Iris Ceramica®, www.irisceramica.com

mirror front television covering, glass protection for the lacquered surface, mirrors of  the bathrooms,
covering in serigraphy mirror of  the doors, external windows
Grazi Cristalli, www.grazicristalli.com

bathroom taps and accessories chrome finishing FLUIDE, design Simone Micheli
ST Rubinetterie, www.strubinetterie.it

white CHIPS chairs in polyethylene and steel and outdoor vases, design Simone Micheli
Myyour, www.myyour.eu

curtain track systems and fabrics
Silent Gliss Italia, www.silentgliss.it

printed wallpaper
MPI exhibitions & outdoor

tableware and accessories
Schönhuber Franchi, www.schoenhuberfranchi.com

bed linen in cotton, bath sponge and placemat
Frette, www.frette.com

glue and epoxy filler for the floor and the bathroom walls in ceramic tile
Technokolla, www.technokolla.com

supply of  Staron®, solid surface of  Samsung for the realization of: circular bathtub, washbasin,
shower tray, work top of  the kitchen and door finisched
Samsung-Staron® distribuito da Hauser Italia, www.staron.it

ventilation grills, design Simone Micheli
Tecnocalor, www.tecnocalor.it



touch switch and white shining covering Ave Touch
Ave, www.avetouch.it

mattresses
Permaflex, www.permaflex.it

cooking surface and microwave oven
Hoover, www.hoover.it

videosurveillance system and wi-fi connectivity
D-Link, www.dlink.it

lcd televisions and Ipod docking station
Sharp, www.sharp.it

VH - valet/hanger system, design Simone Micheli
Con&Con - Gruppo Confalonieri, www.conecon.it

The companies of  the initiative have been:

contractor

AXIA CONTRACT DIVISION
To approach the philosophy of  your well-being and desiring this from our bathrooms is our mission. 
We want this to continue in the area of  the contract design. Specialized in the bath furnishings for 
retail and for specific contract design projects.
via del credito 18
I - 31033 castelfranco veneto (tv)
p +39 0423 496222
f  +39 0423 743733
axia@axiabath.it
www.axiabath.it
 
DESIGNACONTRACT
Is the international partner of  the main Hotel and Resort Producers all over the world.It anticipates 
the new challenges of  Concept Hotel Furniture, with innovative ideas, and as always, is at the forefront 
in materials and design. 
via pantanelli 244
I - 61025 montelabbate (pu)
p +39 0721 497462
f  +39 0721 493467
info@designacontract.com
www.designacontract.com

DOMODINAMICA
Specialized in Contract department-big projects where Modular provides planning and accomplishment 
of  special furnishing or current models furnishing with high quality standard and design. Deliver turnkey. 
Public places and residential villas.
via molise 23
I - 40060 osteria grande (bo)
p +39 051 6941927
f   +39 051 945853
info@domodinamica.com
www.domodinamica.com

SANDONI ARREDAMENTI S.L. Interni
Design, manufacture and marketing of  furniture for private spaces, public spaces and contract Hotels.
via ponte mas 231b
I - 32037 sospirolo (bl) 
p +39 0437 847398
f   +39 0437 847287
info@slsandoni.com
www.slsandoni.com 

sponsor

GRANITIFIANDRE®
The company leader in the production and sale of  full body porcelain grès of  high range,thought for 
distinguished architectural solutions.  
via radici nord 112
I - 42014 castellarano (re)
p +39 0536 819611
f  +39 0536 850078
info@granitifiandre.it
www.granitifiandre.com

GRAZI CRISTALLI
Custom-made crystal glass solutions.
via emilia est 2207 Ponte S. Ambrogio



I - 41018 san cesario sul panaro (mo)
p +39 059 938121
f  +39 059 938099
grazi@grazicristalli.com
www.grazicristalli.com

IRIS CERAMICA®
Parent company of  Iris Ceramica S.p.A., since 1961 identifies the signature of  excellence in made in Italy 
ceramics’ innovative and sustainable design in the world.
Iris Ceramica S.p.A.
via ghiarola nuova 119, z.i 1
I - 41042 fiorano modenese (mo) 
p +39 0536 862111
f  +39 0536 804602
numero verde (Italy only): 800 738088
promo@irisceramica.com
www.irisceramica.com

MP
Synthetic Leathers and high range Wovens co-ordinated “PiCubo” branded for Upholstery:Contract, 
Home, Office, Wellness, Fitness,Marine and Automotive.
via lombarda 74
I - 59015 comeana carmignano (po)
p +39 055 8710407
f   +39 055 8719346
arredamento@mp-spa.com
www.mp-spa.com

MPI exhibitions & outdoor
Digital print on solid and flex materials, lay and installations.
via leopardi 20
I - 20020 arese (mi) 
p +39 02 9385352
Donatella Galli 
m +39 348 3532173
donatella@mpisrl.com

MYYOUR
Italian brand of  in- and outdoor plastic furniture, featuring the skilful use of  production technologies 
and winning design, enriched by the liveliness of  colours.
via nino bixio 20
I - 35010 gazzo (pd)
p +39 049 5963419
f  +39 049 5963188
info@myyour.eu
www.myyour.eu

PAIL SERRAMENTI
Over 45 years of  innovation, quality, design make PAIL a leading company  in producing interior 
doors and wooden, aluminium, pvc windows.
zona ind. c.da saletti 
I - 66041 atessa (ch)
p +39 0872 89211
f  +39 0872 895174
info@pailserramenti.com
www.pailserramenti.com

SILENT GLISS ITALIA
Silent Gliss projects and produces solar protection solutions - internal and external blind systems, 
appreciated and recognized for quality and innovation all over the world.
via reggio emilia 33 
I - 20090 frazione redecesio - segrate (mi) 
p +39 02 26 90 31 
f   +39 02 26 903 599 
info.com@silentgliss.it 
www.silentgliss.it 

SIMAS 
Architecture projects for WC and similar. Creatività in porcelain bathroom fitting since 1955.
via falerina km 3
I - 01033 civita castellana (vt)
p +39 0761 518161
f  +39 0761 517897
simas@simas.it
www.simas.it

ST Rubinetterie
Outstanding design taps and accessories for exclusive bathroom concepts.
via a. di dio 199
I - 28877 ornavasso (vb)



p +39 0323 837158
f  +39 0323 836133
strubinetterie@strubinetterie.it
www.strubinetterie.it

TARGETTI POULSEN
Design manufacturing and distribution of  architectural lighting products for external and internal applications.
Targetti Sankey SpA
via pratese 164
I - 50145 firenze (fi) 
p +39 055 37911
f  +39 055 3791266
targetti@targetti.it
www.targettipoulsen.com

technical sponsor

ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA MAGGIORDONI
The Italian Association of  Butlers promotes the butler who is spreading everywhere, 
in private homes, events, ships, hotels or as a free lance. 
c/o Seven Stars Galleria 
via s.pellico 8 
I - 20121 milano (mi)
p  +39 0289058297
m +39 3496187963
info@maggiordomi.it 
www.maggiordomi.it

AVE
Since 1904, manufacturing of  switches, front plates, access control system for hotel, burglar alarms, 
home automation and other electrical material.
via mazzini 75
I - 25085 rezzato (bs) 
p +39 030 24981
f  +39 030 2792605
www.ave.it
www.avetouch.it

CON & CON Gruppo Confalonieri
CON&CON, a brand of  the Gruppo Confalonieri produces plastic complements in modern design. It focuses 
its proposals in all the living spaces, constantly gearing its efforts to our ever-changing way of  living.
via prealpi 11
I - 20034 giussano (mi) 
p +39 0362 35351 
f+39 0362 851656
info@conecon.it
www.conecon.it

D-LINK
“Building Networks for People”, leader of  development and manufacturing of  networking solutions 
for the Digitla Home and Business environment: Broadband, Switching, IP Surveillance and Security. 
via nino bonnet 6/B 
I - 20154 milano (mi)
p +39 02 29000676 
f  +39 02 29001723 
marketing@dlink.it 
www.dlink.it 

FRETTE 1860-2010
150 years of  excellence in textile luxurious linens for Home, Hospitality, yachts and wellness. International 
company with more than 100 stores around the world and leading provider of  the best hotels worldwide
via borgazzi 23
I- 20052 monza (mb)
p +39 039 60461
f  +39 039 6046 505
info@frette.com
www.frette.com

HOOVER
Producer for over  100 years of  a wide range of  high performances middle and small domestic appliances, 
in the total respect of  the environment.
via privata eden fumagalli
I - 20047 brugherio (mi)
p +39 039 2086 219
f  +39 039 2086 303
bripamonti@hoover.it
www.hoover.it



JAGUAR CARS
The year 2010 marks the 75th anniversary of  Jaguar, a manufacturer of  iconic cars, leading for design 
and new technologies. Today the Jaguar range boasts three models: the versatile XF, the sporty XK and 
the flagship XJ, a real display of  the new Jaguar design language.
Jaguar Italia SpA
via a. marchetti 105
I – 00148  roma (rm)
p +39 06 658531
f  +39 06 65853407
www.jaguar.com

PERMAFLEX
Permaflex produces mattresses and beds from over 50 years, having as own mission the comfort, 
the quality of  the rest, the comfort of  his own clients.
Permaflex M.& G S.p.A. 
via del lavoro 11 
I - 40057 quarto inferiore (bo)
p +39 051 693 55 00 
f  +39 051 693 17 92 
info@permaflex.it
www.permaflex.it 

SAMSUNG-STARON®, distribuito da Hauser Italia
Staron® is the Samsung “Solid Surface”, 100% acrylic. Extraordinary and resistant, but extremely flexible 
and hygienic at the same time. It is pleasant to the touch and thermoformable.
Hauser Italia
via industria 122
I - 61100 pesaro (pu)
p+39 0721 910392
f   +39 0721 489617
info@hauseritalia.com
info@staron.it
www.staron.it

SCHÖNHUBER FRANCHI
Schönhuber Franchi creates exclusive tableware and outdoor&indoor furnishing which enhances any kind of space, 
both classic and modern, by giving life to a total look for a harmonised ambience, cosy, intimate and elegant.
Schönhuber Franchi S.p.A.
via bruno buozzi 10
I - 39100 Bolzano (BZ) 
p +39 0471 545111
f  +39 0471 545100
sf@schoenhuberfranchi.com
www.schoenhuberfranchi.com 
 
SHARP
Sharp is a world leader in LCD technology and solar modules.
Sharp Electronics Italia S.p.A.
via lampedusa 13
I - 20141 milano (mi)
Numero verde: 800.826111
marketing.it@sharp.eu
www.sharp.it

TECNOCALOR
Specialized in conditioning and dehumidification plants well centers, swimming pools, sporting 
centers with application of  new technics for energy saving and maximum environmental health.
via per cadrezzate 11
I - 21020 brebbia (va) 
p +39 0332 772000
f  +39 0332 771581
tecnocalor@tecnoelettrabrebbia.191.it
www.tecnocalor.it

TECHNOKOLLA
Technokolla S.p.A., sister’s company of  GranitiFiandre Group, is specialized in the production and distribution 
of  substrates, waterproofings, adhesives, grouts and special products for building sector.
via radici in piano 558 
I - 41049 sassuolo (mo) 
p +39 0536 862 269
f  + 39 0536 862 660
info@technokolla.com
www.technokolla.com





SM© Simone Micheli Architetto

He founded the architectural studio having his name in 1990 and the Design Company named “Simone Micheli 
Architectural Hero” in 2003. Professor at the University, in particular at the Polidesign in Milan, at the Scuola 
Politecnica di Design in Milan. All the works by Architect Simone Micheli are unique and feature a strong per-
sonality in addition to being sustainable, environmental friendly. He plays a crucial role in the planning field 
in Europe, in fact he developed a number of  plans for public administration and for prestigious customers 
related to the community and to the residence field. A number of  monographs and international magazines 
focused on his works are available. He exhibited his works at the Venice Biennale, in the architectural sector. 
He works as editor of  the theme exhibition named “contract” as well of  the major international exhibitions in 
this field. He represented the Italian interior design at the “30th Colombian Architecture Convention” at Bar-
ranquilla, Colombia and in 2008 he attended the International Architecture Convention in Hannover, Germany, 
for the contracting. The “La Casa Italiana” exhibition taking place at the São Paulo (Brazil) “Mube” sculpture 
museum in 2008 and in Mexico City and in Monterrey in 2009 bears his name.Here follow some of  the awards 
he recently received: the International Design Award 2008 – Los Angeles as “Interior Designer of  the Year”. 
The planning company Simone Micheli Architectural Hero based in Florence and Milan provides contract and 
residence related services in different fields: architecture, interior design, design, visual design e commu-
nication. Among the works realized in 2009 we remember: interior design of  the bigger wellness centre in 
Europe “Aquagranda Livigno Wellness Park” for Aquagranda; interior design of  “Arezzo Park Hotel” for Alliata 
Bronner Group; interior design of  “i-SUITE hotel” in Rimini for Ambienthotels, interior design of  the Wellness 
centre of  Exedra Nice Hotel in Nice and “Atomic Spa Suisse” inside of  Exedra Milan Hotel in Milan for Boscolo 
Hotels; interior design of  franchising “Fit Express” for Swim Planet. If  you wish to see all the works please visit 
the website www.simonemicheli.com

Alessandro Rosso

WHO: I was born in 6 December 1959 in Turin and grow up in Milan
MY WORK: I am an entrepreneur in the travel and dream business
MY FAMILY: I am very proud of  my family. I have three fantastic boys and a wonderful wife who is following 
me on each journey and who is sharing my taste for beauty. My idols are my father FrancoRosso and my 
mother Amalia - together for a life time.
MY DREAM: a Seven Star Hotel in each historical monument
IF I WERE AN ANIMAL: I would be a Sagittarius
IF I WERE A CITY: I would be the city Saigon where I got married 
IF I WERE A KID: I would like to be like my kids
IF I WERE A COLOUR: I would be red
IF I WERE A FISH: I would be a marlin
IF I WERE AN OCEAN: I would be the Indian Ocean
IF I WERE A BOOK: I would be “Out of  Africa” … Africa is my second home! 
IF I WERE A DRINK: I would be green tea – my wife’s favourite drink
IF I WERE IN A BAR: I would be at the Ice Bar
IF I WERE ON HOLIDAY: I would be at my ranch in Kenya with the Masai  
IF I WERE IN GALLERIA: I would look up, staring at the hidden and mysterious dome and at the beautiful 
historical monument Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II for which everyone, even the ghosts, is envying us.

THE CREATOR – ALESSANDRO ROSSO:
FIRST DINNER IN THE SKY IN ITALY
FIRST TOWNHOUSE CONCEPT IN ITALY 
FIRST DAILY CLASSICAL MUSIC CONCERT at the “THE OTTAGONO” – THE  HEART OF GALLERIA VITTORIO 
EMANUELE 
FIRST Icebar in Italy
FIRST CERTIFIED SEVEN STARS HOTEL IN THE WORLD
FIRST TOWN HOUSE STREET CONCEPT IN ITALY 

Laura Piccioli
Press office 

Simone Micheli Architectural Hero srl
www.simonemicheli.com 

tel. +39 055 691216 
staff47@simonemicheli.com


